Abstract. We are interested in partitioning sparse rectangular matrices for parallel processing. The partitioning problem has been well-studied in the square symmetric case, but the rectangular problem has received very little attention. We will formalize the rectangular matrix partitioning problem and discuss several methods for solving it. We will extend the spectral partitioning method for symmetric matrices to the rectangular case and compare this method to three new methods | the alternating partitioning method and two hybrid methods. The hybrid methods will be shown to be best.
Introduction
Organizing the nonzero elements of a sparse matrix into a desirable pattern is a key problem in many scienti c computing applications, particularly load balancing for parallel computation. In this paper we are interested in ordering the nonzeros of a given matrix into approximate block diagonal form via permutations. This problem corresponds directly to the partitioning problem in graph theory, and so is often referred to as matrix partitioning.
The partitioning problem has been well-studied in the symmetric case 1, 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23] . The rectangular partitioning problem, however, has received very little attention; the primary reference in this area is Berry, Hendrickson, and Raghavan 3] on envelope reduction for hypertext matrices.
Let A denote a sparse rectangular m n matrix. We will assume throughout that we are working with pattern (0-1) matrices, but the results and methods can easily be extended to nonnegative weighted matrices. Our goal is to partition A into a block 2 2 matrix so that most of the nonzeros are on the block diagonal and so that each block diagonal has about the same number of nonzeros. In other words, we wish to nd permutation matrices P and Q such that B PAQ = B 11 The matrix partitioning problem is equivalent to the edge-weighted graph partitioning problem: Given an undirected edge-weighted graph, partition the nodes into two sets of given sizes such that the sum of the weights of the edges that pass between the two sets is minimized. The graph partitioning problem is a well-known NP-complete problem (see problem ND14 on p. 209 in Garey and Johnson 6]). A rectangular m n matrix corresponds to a bipartite graph 3] with m left nodes and n right nodes. There is an edge between left node i and right node j if a ij is nonzero, and the weight of the edge is one. See Fig. 1 for an illustration. Suppose that we partition A so that the union of the rst p rows and the rst q columns form one partition and the remaining rows and columns form the other partition. The edges passing between the two partitions correspond to the nonzeros in the o -diagonal blocks of the partitioned matrix. Observe that the graph of A is disconnected if and only if the matrix A is block diagonalizable. Throughout we will assume that the graph of A is connected. If it is not, we will re-order the matrix so that it is block diagonalized with the blocks in decreasing order of size. We will only work with components that cross the boundary of the desired partition. In the discussion of the theory, we will assume that the graph of A is connected.
Many iterative methods, e.g., LSQR 20] require matrix-vector and matrixvector-transpose multiplies with rectangular matrices. In Sect. 2 we will describe how to implement these kernels to take advantage of the partitioned matrix.
In Sect. 3, we will present several algorithms for the rectangular partitioning problem. We will discuss the well-known spectral partitioning method and show how it can be applied to this problem. We will also introduce a new alternating partitioning method as well as two hybrid strategies.
In Sect. 4, we will compare the various partitioning methods, and show that the hybrid methods are the best. Block column algorithms are analogous to those given for the block row layout. Observe that sparse o -diagonal blocks result in less message volume. See Hendrickson and Kolda 9] for more detail on the algorithm and for more details on potential applications.
Algorithms for the Rectangular Partitioning Problem
Here we will discuss how the well-known spectral method can be applied to the rectangular problem and introduce a new method that can be used on its own or in combination with other methods. The spectral method will be used as a basis for comparison to the new methods in Sect. 4.
Spectral Partitioning
In the symmetric problem, spectral partitioning based on the Fiedler vector is a well-known technique; see, for example, Pothen, Simon, and Liou 21]. Many people have studied the e ectiveness of spectral graph partitioning; for example, Guattery and Miller 8] show that spectral partitioning can be bad, while Spielman and Teng 23] show that it can be good.
One natural way to approach the rectangular problem is to symmetrize the matrix A, yielding the (m + n) (m + n) matrix
and apply spectral partitioning to the symmetrized matrix. This approach is used by Berry et al. 3] . Note that the graphs ofÃ and A are the same. Note that the ordering is independent of p and q. This means that the values of p and q may be xed in advance as something like dm=2e and dn=2e respectively, or they may be chosen after the ordering has been computed to ensure good load balancing.
In Sect. 4 we will use this method as a basis for comparison for our new methods.
The Alternating Partitioning Method
Rather than trying to compute both the row and column partitions simultaneously as is done in the spectral method, the new method proposed in this section focuses on one partition at a time, switching back and forth. This method is derived from the Semi-Discrete Matrix Decomposition, a decomposition that has been used for image compression 19] and information retrieval 17, 18].
Before we describe the method, we will re-examine the problem. If we let I denote the set of row indices that are permuted to a value less than or equal to p and correspondingly let I c denote the set of row indices permuted to a value greater than p and de ne the set J in an analogous way for the columns, then we can write the rectangular partitioning problem as a maximization problem, 
Here the objective function is the sum of the nonzeros on the block diagonal minus the sum of the elements o the block diagonal.
We can then rewrite this problem as an integer programming problem. Let x be a vector that de nes the set membership for each row index; that is, x i = 1 if row i is in I, and x i = ?1 if row i is in I c , and let the vector y be de ned in an analogous way for the columns. Then we can rewrite problem (1) as max x T Ay ; s.t. x i = 1 ; y j = 1 ;
x T e = 2p ? m ; y T e = 2q ? n ; (2) where e denotes the ones vector whose length is implied by the context.
Although we cannot solve (2) exactly, we can use an alternating method to get an approximate solution. We x the partition for, say, the right nodes (y), and then compute the best possible partition for the left nodes (x). Conversely, we then x the partition for the left nodes, and compute the best possible partition for the right nodes, and so on.
Suppose that we have xed the partition for the right nodes. To determine the best partition of the left nodes, we need to solve max x T s ; s.t. x i = 1 ;
x T e = 2p ? m ; and y (k) denote the partitions at the kth iteration of the method, and let f k denote the objective value, x (k) T Ay (k) ; then f k+1 f k for all k. In the experiments presented in this paper, the method terminates when the objective value stops increasing. Alternatively, the method could terminate after at most some xed number of iterations. This method is called the alternating partitioning (AP) method and is speci c to the rectangular problem since we are dealing with both row and column partitions and so we can alternate between working with one and then the other. In the symmetric case, we are only dealing with one partition.
We have not yet speci ed how to choose the rst partition when we start the iterations, but that choice is important. In the standard method, we simply use the identity partition; however the next subsection will present two hybrid methods that use other techniques to generate a starting partition.
Hybrid Alternating Partitioning Methods
Since the alternating partitioning method is a greedy method, its key to success is having a good starting partition. Here we propose two possibilities.
Hybrid Spectral { Alternating Partitioning Method. This method uses the partition generated by the spectral method described in Sect. 3.1 as the starting partition for the alternating partitioning method.
Hybrid RCM { Alternating Partitioning Method. The Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) method is not generally used as a partitioning method, but it generates a good inexpensive starting partition for the alternating partitioning method.
RCM is typically used for envelope reduction on symmetric matrices and is based on the graph of the matrix. Essentially, the method chooses a starting node and labels it 1. It then consecutively labels the nodes adjacent to it, then labels the nodes adjacent to them, and so forth. Once all the nodes are labelled, the ordering is reversed (hence the name). See George and Liu 7] for further discussion. In the nonsquare or nonsymmetric case, we apply RCM to the symmetrized matrix as was done by Berry et al. 3].
Experimental Results
In this section we compare the various partitioning methods presented in Sect. 3 on a collection of matrices listed in Table 1 . These matrices were obtained from Matrix Market 2 with the exception of ccealink, man1, man2, and nhse400 which were provided by Michael Berry and are those used in Berry et al. 3] . These matrices range in size from 100 100 to 4000 400. All of the square matrices are structurally nonsymmetric. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 show the results of partitioning the rectangular matrices into block 2 2, 8 8, and 16 16 matrices. In these experiments, all the matrices were converted to pattern (0-1) matrices, but we could have converted them to nonnegatively weighted matrices instead. When partitioning into a block 2 2 matrix, we choose p = dm=2e and q = dn=2e. (Alternatively, we could compute p and q on the y.) When partitioning into more blocks, we rst partition into a block 2 2 matrix and the recursively partition the diagonal blocks into block 2 2 matrices until the desired number of blocks is reached.
The tables are formatted as follows. Each row corresponds to a given matrix whose name is speci ed in the rst column. The second column lists the number of nonzeros outside of the block diagonal in the original matrix. The number of nonzeros outside of the block diagonal is equivalent to the number of edge cuts in the graph partitioning problem. Columns 3 { 6 list the number of nonzeros outside the block diagonal after applying the method listed in the column header to the original matrix. The number in parentheses is the time in seconds it took to compute the ordering. All timings were done in MATLAB. Spectral partitioning requires the second eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue, and this was computed using the MATLAB EIGS routine. (Note that EIGS has a random element to it, so the results for the spectral and hybrid spectral { alternating partitioning method cannot be repeated exactly.) The alternating partitioning method was implemented using our own code. The MATLAB SYMRCM routine was used to compute the RCM ordering. method on the majority of matrices, but on the 16 16 tests, the alternating partitioning method does better than spectral partitioning 11 out of 17 times. In terms of time, the alternating partitioning method is approximately 10 times faster than the spectral method. The hybrid RCM-AP method is overall better than the alternating partitioning method. It outperforms the spectral method in the majority of matrices in the 8 8 and 16 16 tests. This method is the best overall an average of 2.3 times for each block size. The time for the hybrid RCM-AP method is only slightly more than that for the alternating partitioning method, and still about 10 times less than that for the spectral method.
For all three block sizes, we see that the hybrid spectral-AP method is the best overall in terms of reducing the number of nonzeros outside the block diagonal. This method is only slightly more expensive than the spectral method in terms of time and yields consistently better results. Sometimes the improvement is remarkable; see, for example, ccealink in all four tables. Unfortunately, the spectral and hybrid spectral-AP methods are very expensive in terms of time since they require the computation of some eigenpairs. Figure 2 shows the e ect of di erent partitioning strategies on the west0156 matrix in the block 8 8 case. Given these results, we recommend the hybrid spectral-AP method when quality is the top concern and the hybrid RCM-AP method when both time and quality matter.
Conclusions
In this work we introduced the rectangular matrix partitioning problem which is an extension of the symmetric matrix partitioning problem. The rectangular partitioning problem has a number of potential uses in iterative methods such as LSQR.
We introduced the alternating partitioning method as well as two hybrid methods and compared them with a rectangular version of the spectral partitioning method. The hybrid methods compared extremely favorably, and we recommend these as the methods of choice. The hybrid spectral-AP method is the overall best when partition quality is more important than the time to compute the partition, and the hybrid RCM-AP method is recommended when time is more important.
In other work 9, 10], this author and Bruce Hendrickson explore the multilevel method which is known to work very well for the symmetric partitioning problem 2, 11, 12, 13, 15]. We develop a multilevel method speci c for bipartite graphs with various re nement strategies including the alternating partitioning method and a version of Kernighan-Lin for bipartite graphs. Eventually, we would also like to examine handling four or eight diagonal blocks directly 1, 11].
